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before they can be implemented into daily usage they
have to be rigorously tested.

Abstract
Increasing air-traffic demand implies that new
air-traffic management (ATM) concepts lowering
controller loads, maintaining safety and increasing
efficiency need to be designed and implemented.
Many of such ideas are prepared within NextGEN.
Before they are deployed to real daily usage in
National Airspace System (NAS), they must be
rigorously evaluated under realistic conditions. The
paper presents AGENTFLY, a NAS-wide highfidelity distributed multi-agent simulator with precise
emulation of the human controller operation
workload model and human-system interaction. The
current version of AGENTFLY provides precise
modeling of the human radar controller (R-side)
operating in en-route sector.

The most precise tests and ATM studies are
carried out with human-in-the-loop (HITL)
simulations [3] where human interaction is integrated
in the simulation model. HITL simulations in ATM
are resource intensive requiring many people (e.g.
human controllers, pilots and other ATM staff). Such
simulations usually run in real-time and thus the test
cases must be limited in duration and scope of
studied NAS portion. It is not possible to simulate a
whole NAS operation in HITL simulation as it
requires integration of thousands of people providing
ATM services into the simulation. New approaches
have to be studied within NAS-wide area as minor
local delays can potentially cascade into large
regional congestion [4]. Thus, there is strong need for
precise high-fidelity simulators where new concepts
can be evaluated with comparison to current ATM
procedures.

Introduction
The air-traffic management (ATM) system used
in the National Airspace System (NAS) of the United
States is one of the most complex aviation systems in
the world [1]. The capacity of ATM depends on
many factors, such as availability of air-traffic
control (e.g. each controller can handle only limited
number of airplanes), current or forecasted weather
condition, availability of air-space and capacity of
airport facilities. An issue occurs at peak hours when
the current ATM system reaches its limits. To handle
increasing air-traffic, there is a need to modernize
and automate ATM tools to help human controllers
handle high amounts of traffic. Such new advanced
functions would lower the cognitive load of
controllers, maintain safety (e.g. minimize near miss
situations) and increase efficiency (e.g. optimize
consumed energy and thus minimize pollution caused
by growing traffic). The Next-Generation Air
Transportation Systems (NextGEN) [2] program is
designed to coordinate the evolution of ATM systems
to satisfy future growth of air-traffic without losing
efficiencies with the aviation community. Many
interesting concepts are prepared in NextGEN, but

This paper presents AGENTFLY – a NAS-wide
high-fidelity distributed multi-agent simulator [5] and
its extension with en-route air-traffic controller
models. AGENTFLY provides a platform to study
NextGEN concepts and perform high-quality
scenario analysis to handle future air-traffic. The
multi-agent approach [6] has been chosen for its
natural mapping of system elements to autonomous
intelligent agents.

Agent-Based Architecture
In AGENTFLY simulation, see Figure 1, pilots
and air-traffic controllers are simulated as
autonomous intelligent agents implemented as
software agents in the multi-agent platform Aglobe
[7]. Aglobe platform provides efficient runtime
environment
for
agents
requiring
limited
computational resources. There exist four different
types of agents in AGENTFLY: (i) pilot agents, (ii)
ATC agents, (ii) environmental simulation agents and
(iv) scenario control and visualization agents.
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communication. The sector radio is a half-duplex
medium where only one participant can transmit at a
time.
Finally, scenario control agents are agents
responsible for the initialization of entities, parameter
setups (input) and data acquisition and analysis
(output). These agents are able to restart whole
scenario several times and perform analysis from
several scenario runs. Visualization agents provide
real-time visualization of the internal system state in
one or multiple 3D or 2D perspective.

Modeling of Human Controller
Now the ATC agent integrates model of R-side
controller in en-route air-traffic control. NAS is
divided into sectors that provide air navigation
services for flights within in a particular volume of
assigned airspace. A sector is a three-dimensional
volume of airspace with defined boundaries and radio
coverage for communication with airplanes. Each
sector is covered by primary or secondary radar 1 .
Thus, each R-side controller has own radar display
system providing information about flights in his
sector and surrounding area. Currently, the radar
display system is being transitioned to en-route
automatization modernization (ERAM) system.
ERAM is a computer system which displays the
sector map, airplanes positions linked with textual
information containing key flight data (e.g. flight ID,
altitude, and ground speed) and provides access to the
electronic flight strips. Usually, each radar controller
(known as R-side controller) has an associate radar
controller (known as D-side controller) who assists
the R-side controller in coordination with
neighboring sectors and other complex coordination
tasks.

Figure 1. Simulation of ZDC34 and 54 in
AGENTFLY
Each flight in the simulation is represented by
one pilot agent. This agent represents pilots flying
simulated airplanes based on performance models
from Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) [8] in simulated
airspace. The agent integrates all intelligent
algorithms necessary for flying airplane like flight
management system carrying out flight. The pilot
agent operates its radio and interacts with ATM
services through the sector radio communication
channel. The pilot agent is responsible for
confirmation and implementation of provided ATM
control clearances.
The ATC agent represents the human controller
providing ATM services in the sector for which it is
fully responsible. The ATC agents emulate
interactions with available ATM tools and provide
control to pilot agents via simulated sector radio
links. Real human controllers are emulated through
the Visual, Cognitive, Auditory and Psychomotor
(VCAP) workload model with limited resources. The
details about the model are provided in the rest of the
paper.

The radar controller (further referenced as
controller only) monitors an en-route sector through
ERAM. All duties performed by the controller are
based on the situation awareness gathered from
ERAM or from communication with airplanes and
other controllers. A controller is not able to work
with precise airplane dynamic models as these are
very complex and require information about internal
state. Thus, all controller’s actions are based on the

Environmental simulation agents are responsible
for the simulation of the virtual world in which
airplanes are operated. They provide simulation of
physical behaviors of airplanes (e.g. movement, fuel
burns), define airspace constraints and integrate
atmospheric model (weather condition) influencing
airplane movement. The simulation environment
provides precise modeling of sector radio

1

There exist few areas with low air-traffic which are not covered
by any radar and ATM services are provided using non-radar
procedures.
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the situation, ATC agent can resolve a conflict
several ways: altitude change (climb/descent),
vectoring (heading changes) and speed adjustments
(increase/decrease the current flight speed). The
selection of a proper resolution maneuver considers
positive separation – safety assumptions about
selected maneuvers. ATC agent always has a backup
plan if something is wrong with the applied one.

prediction built from the situation viewed in ERAM.
The controller uses input devices to work with
ERAM. For example, the controller manipulates
data-block information in ERAM, switches on/off
various visualization tools and amends flight plan
information through ERAM. The ATC agent in
AGENTFLY contains the ERAM model which is
used for gathering inputs for its mental model.
Now there are modeled four key duties: (i) scan,
monitor and analyze; (ii) handoff; (iii) standard
operating procedures; and (iv) resolve detected future
conflicts. Scanning is the most frequent task done by
ATC agent. During scanning, ATC agent monitors
the whole radar display to update its situation
awareness in and around its sector. The radar display
system is a high resolution screen with more
information than a controller is able to view at any
given moment. New information observed from its
display is analyzed and based on the situation begins
other tasks. During analysis ATC agent identifies
possible future loss of separation among airplanes.
ATC agent uses its simulated display to monitor his
previous clearances or requests issued to airplanes.

Replicable Multi-Agent Simulation
Agents in AGENTFLY internally interact
together through communication channels or through
the simulated environment. An agent can perceive the
state of the environment using its sensors and it can
make changes in the environment through its
effectors. There are two communication paths
between ATC agent and a pilot agent: direct (using
radio communication) and indirect (e.g. airplane
movements being reflected back to ATC agent via
simulated ERAM system). AGENTFLY combines
two simulation approaches: time-stepped and eventdriven. The time-stepped simulation advances time
by predefined equally-sized time steps. The new
states of the simulation are computed after each time
step and each round of simulation begins with sensor
computation and ends with agents actions. The timestepped approach is used for the simulation of the
environment – movement of airplanes, weather, etc.

Handoff is a crucial task for a controller as it
must ensure that a conflict does not occur before it
allows an airplane to enter a sector. A handoff
procedure transfers an airplane horizontally or
vertically to an adjacent sector which includes the
transfer of communication frequency. Each handoff
procedure contains different tasks to be performed.
An airplane can enter a new sector only if either
handoff is accepted or a point-out is previously
approved by that sector. Thus, handoff is initiated for
airplanes close to the sector boundary for which the
controller has no other traffic and pending operations
in his sector. Each controller must respect a sector’s
Standard operating procedure (SOP). The SOPs
describe traffic flow restrictions including Letters of
Agreement among ATM components (e.g. altitude
restrictions). ATC agent applies SOP restrictions to
airplanes.

Work Model in ATC Agent

The most complex task implemented by ATC
controller is conflict resolution. When it identifies a
possible future loss of separation, it must find a
suitable resolution maneuver for respective airplanes
so that identified future separation issue is
eliminated. For en-route sectors, a separation
minimum is 5NM laterally and 1000 feet vertically
considering applied RVSM airspace. Depending on

ATC agent emulates controller operation
including a workload model. The workload model is
based on multiple resource theory (MRT) [9]. MRT
proposes that the human operator have several
different pools of resources that can be tapped
simultaneously. Depending on the nature of the task,
resources may have to process information
sequentially if the different tasks require the same

All other simulation is based on an event-driven
approach. Each event is scheduled to a certain time
moment. Events scheduled for the same time
moments are processed based on their mutual
priorities. And agent processing an event can advance
non-processed events to later time. This is used to
simulate the duration of processed action. Usage of
such combined simulation makes the whole
simulation fully repeatable if no changes are made in
the configuration. There is integrated controlled
randomness through proper random seed.
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are ready for execution at the same time, the action
with the higher priority is selected. Ready, but not
selected, actions are automatically postponed until
they can be processed. The duration of each action
can be fixed or probabilistic model. Long-running
activities are decomposed into many actions with
short duration. The action-decomposition and
processing is implemented using event-driven
simulation. Each event is an action that needs to be
processed. At each event time step and agent’s
subsequent actions may be postponed by its previous
actions’ execution duration and priority. The priority
and duration for each action is configured externally.

pool of resources, or can be processed in parallel if
the task requires different resources. The MRT theory
views performance decrement as a shortage of these
different resources and describes humans as having
limited capability for processing information.
Cognitive resources are limited and a supply and
demand problem occurs when the individual
performs two or more tasks that require a single
resource. Excess workload caused by a task using the
same resource can cause problems and result in
slower task performance. Specifically, the integrated
workload model uses four processing resources [10]:
visual, cognitive, auditory and psychomotor. The
visual and auditory components in the model are
external stimuli that are attended to. The cognitive
component describes the level of information
processing required. The psychomotor component
describes the physical actions required.

AGENTFLY emulates controller interactions
with a simulated radar display system based on
ERAM, see Figure 2. The visual stimuli and
psychomotor actions are sensor inputs of the
controller model and are connected to ERAM model.
For realistic modeling, ATC agent includes the
inability to scan and monitor the entire ERAM
display at any given moment. The radar display is
partitioned into several regions and the controller’s
focus cycle among these regions. The time in which
the controller spends in the region depends on the
number and complexity of performed visual stimuli.
The selection of the next region for focus is based on
the priority model. All visual stimuli parameters are
fully configurable.

The en-route human controller duties are
modeled as procedures with actions. Actions are
organized into dependency chains and procedures.
The procedures branch actions into several chains to
be executed under the following circumstances. Each
particular action has defined which components from
VCAP model it requires, duration and priority. An
action can be performed if its predecessor(s) are
completed and the respective VCAP components are
available at that moment. When two or more actions
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Figure 2. Modeled Radar Display and ATC Agent Actions Within the Sector ZDC54
Besides ERAM, there is sector radio communication
module. The sector radio is a half-duplex medium
where only one participant can transmit at a time. To
minimize number of radio interferences, ATC agent
checks whether the channel is free - no other station
is transmitting. All broadcast radio communication is
followed by acknowledgement by the receiver and
thus a sender further secures transmission by timeout
for acknowledge of the message. If there is no
acknowledgement until timeout, the message is
repeated again.

ATC agent performs cognitive actions only
based on information obtained from the available
ATM tools. ATC agent (like a controller) does not
have access to the internal states and plans of other
components in the system. For tasks working with the
airplane flight trajectories (e.g. handoff, conflict
detection, conflict resolution), ATC agent builds a
mental flight information model for each flight, see
Figure 3. The mental model is updated based on the
processed external stimuli, taken and planned ATM
control actions. This mental flight model integrates
controller predictions and uncertainness as well.
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Figure 3. ATC Agent Modeling Controller Mental Information About Flights
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